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The ControlNet Network was Designed to Meet Your Needs
ControlNet: Most Efficient Performance
ControlNet is a state-of-the-art open network providing a number
ControlNet is based on an innovative solution in open network
of features. ControlNet provides bandwidth for I/O, real-time
technology–the producer/consumer model. The producer/consumer
interlocking, peer-to-peer messaging and programming all on the
model permits all nodes on the network to simultaneously access
same link. It’s deterministic nature helps assure when data is
the same data from a single source. Ultimately, the model provides
sent. It’s repeatable performance
efficiency because data is produced only once regardless of the
does not change that time when
number of consumers, and precise synchronization because data
devices are
arrives at each node at the same time.
added to or
❝The ControlNet architecture
deleted from
The future demands advanced network
allows field information to be
the network.
technology, greater system performance,
updated ... without processor
and higher productivity. Rockwell
The ControlNet
intervention.❞
Automation’s commitment to open
network is designed to increase productivity
technology, common architecture and
Steve Voelzke, vice-president
during the transmission of time-critical
Automation Systems International, Inc.,
integrated platforms will help your
for Eastman Chemical Company.
application information for both process and
manufacturing process run faster and
ControlNet allowed the company to match
manufacturing automation. This type of
more
efficiently. Our commitment provides
the system to their needs, but then
network provides real-time control and
you with a common set of communication
expand in the future with minimal impact.
ControlNet allowed Eastman to make a
messaging services for peer-to-peer
technologies and interfaces on networks
gradual investment and continually
communication. ControlNet provides the
connecting plant-floor devices all the way
improve its process.
link between controller and I/O devices,
to the Internet. This set of technologies,
drives, operator interfaces, computers, and
referred to as
others, and it also combines the capabilities
NetLinx™, takes
™
of existing networks such as DH+ and
advantage of
Universal Remote I/O.
readily available
producer/
consumer
ControlNet is an
networking
Open Network
services and standard hardware and software interfaces.
The ControlNet
NetLinx brings you advanced communication features, flexibility,
technology was originally developed by
and performance when you need them, today.
Rockwell Automation in 1995 because Rockwell Automation strives
to be ahead of the current technology trends. Now the technology
is managed by ControlNet International™. The network specifications and protocol are open, meaning vendors are not required
to purchase hardware, software, or licensing rights to connect
devices to a system. With over a half of a million nodes installed,
ControlNet is now the fastest growing control network in the world.

www.controlnet.org
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Why is the ControlNet Network Better?
Using the producer/consumer network model, ControlNet provides
a simple, deterministic and flexible
way of transferring data, when other
networks simply do only one of these
well. Perform program uploads/downloads, monitor data real-time–all with
no impact to the performance of your
I/O control. This is better for three
reasons: Control, Configure, and Collect.

Control: ControlNet provides the real-time
control data exchange, in a variety of
methods, you need for a variety of
applications.
• selectable I/O refresh rates for individual
devices. For example, update a device
every 2ms, and another device every 16ms
• single master or multi-master systems
• shared inputs, meaning that input data
from a single device can be read
(i.e., consumed) by multiple devices
• interlocking between controllers
• peer-to-peer messaging

Likewise, you can configure multiple device-level systems, such as
DeviceNet and Foundational Fieldbus™ H1 from one location on
ControlNet. You no longer have to move from place-to-place,
device-to-device for configuration purposes. Now you can set-up
your entire system from one location-with one connection.

Collect (data): ContolNet is ideal for MMI display, for trending
and analysis, for recipe management, or for maintenance and
troubleshooting, and you can do so at regular intervals or
on-demand. Again, with no impact to your control performance.

❝We’ve been able to do away
with all these complex controls.
With producer/consumer, we
just throw in a message and it
runs.... In effect, we’ll have
triple redundancy!❞

The producer/consumer model makes data
accessible to every component of the
system simultaneously, providing more
efficient use of network bandwidth. Also,
you have the flexibility to set-up your
system in master and slave, multicast, or
peer-to-peer.

Dave Gallie
Automation & Network Engineer
Kiwi Dairies

Configure: ControlNet can program PLC programmable
controllers, and configure devices at start-up. Modify device
parameters with a click of a mouse or through controller logic,
and at no impact to control performance.

Producer/consumer is better because:
• multiple nodes can consume the same
data at the same time from a single
producer
• nodes can be easily synchronized for more precise
system performance
• devices can communicate autonomously-no need
for a system master
These benefits–faster response, precise performance, increased
flexibility/optimization–all yield higher productivity for you.

Also, you can configure multiple ControlNet systems from one
location on an information level network, such as Ethernet.
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DEVICE LEVEL
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This allows users to reduce hardwiring, save
installation time and costs, and gain valuable
diagnostics from the various sensors, actuators,
and other devices connecting to the control
system.
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CONTROL LEVEL
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This provides deterministic, repeatable
performance for I/O, programming and
peer-to-peer communication and data
collection, while spanning the entire
manufacturing process from raw
materials to finished product.

et

ENTERPRISE LEVEL
This allows various IS, MES and Data
Archiving systems access to plant floor data
for financial, quality, manufacturing, and
development purposes.
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Design Your Architecture Just The Way You Want
Combining ControlNet Features and
Rockwell Automation Innovation
Rockwell Automation offers you a choice of technologies and
The ControlNet network is a cost-effective solution to high-speed
broad scope of products to fit your unique application. NetLinx
industrial communications in the middle of the plant-floor
Open Network Architecture consists of a three-level, open
information hierarchy. Rockwell Automation continues to bring
network architecture that provides seamless communication
you innovative solutions based on the most current technology.
throughout your manufacturing facilities and across your
Combining these two factors allowed us to bring you ControlNet
enterprise. We designed our
products that give you the ability to:
automation architecture to include
• increase processor availability by using
information
ControlNet PLC-5™ Hot Backup system
networks,
❝The
requirements
from
Statens
• save wiring costs, and installation and
control networks,
vegvesen,
such
as
a
response
maintenance time in hazardous
and device
time
that
did
not
exceed
five
locations
networks.
seconds to and from the control
with FLEX Ex Intrinsically Safe I/O
The ControlNet network fits easily into this
centre
and
mean
time
between
System
architecture at the control level, making it
failure,
meant
that
ControlNet
was
•
gain connectivity to hundreds of
simple for you to add Rockwell Automation
sophisticated process instruments such
a superb fit for this application.
ControlNet products to your existing control
as flow meters, pressure switches,
ControlNet
rarely
takes
as
long
system. It is a global network standard to
transmitters, and transducers on
as
one
second
to
respond.❞
meet the demands of applications requiring
Foundation Fieldbus
real-time control.
Jon Longva, Sales Manager,
• reduce shutdown by leveraging
Triple-S speaking about the Norwegian road
authority Statens vegvesen.
ControlNet media redundancy
Rockwell Automation brings you
•
successfully use Process Logix which
Allen-Bradley brand products that work
combines
Distributed Control System
with that three-level, open network
(DCS) functionality at programmable
architecture. EtherNet, DeviceNet and
controller costs
ControlNet networks use the NetLinx
architecture in thousands of applications today.
You have the ability to combine networks without sacrificing
performance. Integrating these networks with EtherNet I/P for
connection to your information systems brings you bridging
and pass-thru capabilities which increases your flexibility and
accessibility between networks. Collect data from or configure
devices on multiple ControlNet systems from higher-level
information networks. It’s up to you. You can be creative and
build the architecture you need, while feeling comfortable
knowing that Rockwell Automation has a commitment to
open technology. This simply protects your investment in
automation technology and training.
Use Rockwell Automation’s NetLinx Open Network Architecture
for a new level of productivity that isn’t just a step ahead.
It’s a jump into the future.

Rockwell Automation has also used the ControlNet technology
to enhance Intrinsic Safety options The FLEX Ex™ system prevents
sensors, man-machine interfaces,
actuators, and other low-voltage
instruments from releasing enough
energy into a hazardous area.
This allows for the distribution of
I/O providing numerous benefits to
control system users in terms of
lower costs and more effective
maintainability. With FLEX Ex, you can locate your I/O in
hazardous environments, without the need for explosion-proof
enclosures.

Complete Solutions
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Complete ControlNet Solutions
ControlNet has been successfully used to solve numerous
applications across multiple industries around the world.
• Material Handling
• Automotive
• Water/Wastewater Management
• Food and Beverage
• Pharmaceutical/Heath Care
• Metals and Mining
• Entertainment
• Forest Products/Pulp & Paper
• Textiles
• Petroleum
• Many Others

Rockwell Automation combines superior expertise with global
support to give you fast, reliable answers to your questions about
ControlNet. Our solutions are backed by an extensive track record
and commitment for providing the highest quality products and
support.
Rockwell Automation’s knowledgeable people, global presence
and strong partnerships assure technical competence, superior
reliability and worldwide availability.
We are delivering flexibility through
an open technology strategy and
flexible approaches to doing
business through the breadth
and depth of our technologies
and products.

Rockwell Automation has the
broadest ControlNet product offering in
the industry. Everything from motor control to motion
control, I/O to PLC’s, we offer a comprehensive list of devices
for your ControlNet system. Also, our global technical support
services are there, local to you, for assistance.
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ControlLogix and ProcessLogix
The Rockwell Automation modular controller
interfaces for ControlNet provide additional
features above I/O control that save you time
and money. These controllers are best applied
in manufacturing areas such as raw material
handling, finished goods packaging, and
processing.
As part of the ControlLogix Gateway,
the ControlNet Bridge module allows
communication between multiple ControlNet
networks over a common backplane or
among multiple networks supported within
the Gateway. The presence of this module
within the Gateway also allows communication
between a node on ControlNet and a node on
another network, such as Ethernet, DeviceNet
or Data Highway Plus.
Adding to the ControlLogix system, the
ProcessLogix Process Control System
provides powerful process control capabilities.
ProcessLogix is a fully integrated process
solution modeled after the traditional
Distributed Control System (DCS)
computer-based model.

ControlLogix and ProcessLogix
• ControlLogix 5550 Controller
• ProcessLogix 1757 Controller

ControlLogix and ProcessLogix
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ControlLogix and ProcessLogix
features and
unique characteristics
ControlLogix Controller
• integration of multiple
control options: sequential,
motion. drive and process
• bridging of networks without
the need for a controller
• high-speed data transfers
on a high-speed control
platform

• multicast feature permits
multiple controllers to share
input date
• optional network
redundancy for increased
reliability

ProcessLogix Controller
• high-throughput industrial
network operates at 5m
data rate
• easy to maintain with
expanded diagnostics

The ControlLogix architecture delivers a lower
total cost of ownership because it can be used to
control multiple types of applications within a facility.
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PLC and SLC Controllers
ControlNet PLC-5 controllers offer embedded ControlNet
communication capabilities for control and information
processing. You can have multiple ControlNet PLC-5
controllers on one ControlNet network, with each
controller handling its own I/O, while at the same time
communicating with each other and sharing inputs.
ControlNet PLC-5 Hot Backup system delivers a lowcost, easy-to-implement controller redundancy scheme
to maximize your system availability. Upon failure of the
primary controller, the secondary PLC-5 controller
assumes control of your ControlNet I/O.
SLC Scanner modules provide the capability for SLC
controllers to produce or consume scheduled I/O to and
from the ControlNet network. The scheduled messaging
allows the SLC controller program to control I/O events
in real-time over ControlNet. The SLC Scanner can
exchange data with the SLC backplane and the
ControlNet network.

PLC and SLC Controllers
• SLC Scanner Module
• SLC Messaging Module
• PLC-5 Programmable Controllers
• PLC-5 Hot Backup System

PLC and SLC Controllers
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PLC and SLC Controllers
features and
unique characteristics
PLC-5 Programmable
Controllers
• reduced cost–embedded
ControlNet with PLC
• has high-speed
communication through
a ControlNet port
• allows for processor input
interrupts and selectable
timed interrupts
SLC Scanner Module
• best performance networked
I/O solution–increased system
performance
• diagnostic faulted device
failure table for SLC logic
monitoring

PLC-5 Hot Backup
• supports high performance,
deterministic delivery of data
• executes control programs in
both primary and secondary
controller
• includes two modes of backup
operation: synchronous and
asynchronous
SLC Messaging Module
• program uploads/downloads
• user RSView software for
MMI data collection

The SLC Family delivers confidence by
providing the most reliable technologies
and a large world-wide install base within
the industrial controllers industry.
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PC-Based Controllers
Rockwell Automation’s PC-based controllers
provide high-speed, real-time control with a
PC using IOLinx™. Using a PC-based controller
allows you to leverage multiple networks with
the support of one soft-controller. Each
controller is compatible with Rockwell’s
SoftLogix5™, and RSView™ software packages.
By allowing you to use soft-control applications
from third party vendors, such as SoftLogix5, or
by writing your own custom applications in
Visual Basic, C++, SideWinder/Active X, etc., the
PC-based controllers give you extra flexibility.
By being PC-based, the controllers allow you to
configure and program your ControlNet devices,
while collecting data for MMI display or analysis.

PC-Based Controllers
• SoftLogix5 Software
• PCI Scanner Card
• ISA/EISA Bus Scanner Card
• IOLinx Family Software

PC-Based Controllers
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PC-Based Controllers
features and
unique characteristics
PCI Scanner Card
• capable of maintaining vital
network schedule and
configuration data and/or
backup other data on
network
• standard plug-and-play PCI
local bus form-factor card
compatible with virtually all
desktop computers and
industrial terminals

ISA/EISA Bus Scanner Card
• dual-BNC connectors
support media redundancy
• view network and card
diagnostics with status LED
display
SoftLogix5 Software
• multiple programming
options for simplified
maintenance/upgrade
• flexibility in I/O and
network choices with a
range of options
• multiple MMI options

Because the ISA/EISA bus on our
scanner card is the most popular bus
used today, Rockwell Automation is
providing you with a compatible, simple
solution to your controller needs.
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I/O: Chassis-Based and Modular
Rockwell Automation had designed a variety of I/O
modules that allow you to choose the right amount
of I/O needed for your application. These modules
offer superior diagnostics, support redundant media,
and allow for programming at every node. You will
find a wide mix of options available to you including,
ac/dc options, input/output modules, analog and
discrete modules, and specialty items including
high-speed counters, RTD, and thermocouple
options.

All I/O includes a network access port (NAP),
allowing you to access programmable devices
(SLC and PLC-5 controllers or operator interfaces)
anywhere within your ControlNet system. Also, all
I/O is available with redundant media support.
Rockwell Automation’s approach to Class I Division
I or Zone 1 applications is to eliminate stand-alone
IS barriers/isolators and separate control and
process by certifying the entire FLEX EX system
as intrinsically safe. Intrinsic safety is one of the
most universally accepted methods of protection
in hazardous environments. Intrinsic safety (IS)
prevents sensors, human-machine interface (HMI),
actuators, and other low voltage instruments from
releasing enough energy into a hazardous area of
volatile gases which can cause ignition.

I/O: Chassis-Based and Modular
• ControlLogix 1756 I/O
• 1771 PLC-5 Chassis I/O
• 1746 SLC-500 I/O
• FLEX I/O
• FLEX Ex Intrinsically Safe I/O
• FLEX Integra™

FLEX I/O is a compact, modular I/O system that
consists of I/O modules, terminal bases and an
adapter. FLEX Integra is a small version of FLEX I/O.
This results in modules at half the length, resulting
in half the required installation space.

I/O: Chassis-Based and Modular
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I/O: Chassis-Based and Modular
features and
unique characteristics
FLEX I/O Family
• interfaces up to 128 discrete
I/O points or 64 analog
channels per adapter
• diagnostics of failed or
removed I/O modules
• individual components allow
you to mix and match I/O
types
• eliminates the cost of
external terminal
• short circuit protection
• intrinsically safe modules
1771 PLC-5 Chassis I/O
• multiple controllers and
terminals can share module
input data
• wide variety of choices–
including speciality modules

1746 SLC-500 I/O
• can be used with PLC5
Hot Backup
• display for node address
and module status
• powered from SLC chassis
backplane
ControlLogix 1756 I/O
• no switches to set–configured
via software
• floating point and scaling
on module
• for use with ControlLogix and
ProcessLogix controllers

FLEX Ex incorporates intrinsic safety
technology-one of the safest and
most universally accepted methods
of protection for hazardous areas.
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Operator Interfaces
A complete range of dedicated operator
interfaces is offered by Rockwell Automation.
Rockwell’s PanelView™ standard operator
terminals feature brilliant graphics in color,
gray scale, and monochrome in space saving
flat panel and CRT designs. They offer high
performance interface functionality including
built-in alarms, ASCII input, universal language
and floating point support, and online printing.
All terminal sizes can bring intuitive operator
screens to any ControlNet application. Screen
sizes range from 5.5” to 14”, and flat panels
have dimensions up to 10”. All PanelViews
come with touchscreens or keypads versions.
The Windows-based PanelBuilder™ software
supports the range of PanelView standard
terminals, allowing easy conversion and
reuse of existing applications.

Operator Interfaces
• PanelView Terminals Standard –
(550, 600, 900, 1000, 1400)
• PanelView Terminals Enhanced –
(1000 and 1400)
• PanelBuilder Software

Operator Interfaces
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Operator Interface
features and
unique characteristics
PanelView Terminals
• flexible ControlNet
unscheduled messaging
class of functionality
• redundant media support
using BNC connections to
coax media
• Network Access Port (NAP)
for local access to the
ControlNet network
• user configurable updates
• add PanelView terminals
with no impact to I/O
performance

PanelBuilder Software
• provides easy screen
configuration
• upload/download programs
over the network
• one package for all standard
PanelView terminals

Enhanced PanelView Operator Terminals
provide a broad range of color, graphics
and high-performance advantages.
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Drives
Rockwell Automation, Allen-Bradley drives are a full
family of adjustable speed drives that can connect
to ControlNet. These drives feature the ability to be
configured locally via a Human Interface Module
(HIM), or over the network from any point-during
start-up or runtime. You can read diagnostics
(current draw, phase, output, voltage, etc.) from an
PC or operator interface. Data from the drives can
be used for monitoring, trending, and analysis to
“fine tune” your processes.
With Rockwell Automation drives, you can see all
drive parameters from every drive on the network.
Viewing all of the drives, you can coordinate and
synchronize to meet your needs.
Whether you are filling bottles or assembling
commercial washing machines, precise control
of products and parts is essential. From simple
conveyors to complex, factory-wide material
handling systems. Allen-Bradley drives help you
choose the appropriate combination of starting,
stopping, speed and torque control you need.

Drives
• 1305 AC Drive
• 1336 PLUS II AC Drive
• 1336 IMPACT™ AC Drive
• 1336 FORCE™ AC Drive
• 1337 Digital DC Drive
• 1395 DC Drive
• Drive Tools Configuration software

Drives
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Drives
features and
unique characteristics
1305 AC Drive
• microprocessor-controlled,
adjustable frequency drive
• features hybrid current limit,
inherent dynamic braking, and
built-in protective functions
1336 PLUS II AC Drive
• Sensorless Vector Control is
easy to setup, operate and
extremely flexible
1336 IMPACT™ AC Drive
• patented Force Technology
(Field Oriented Control)
• precise motor speed and
torque control
• simple start-up feature
provides for fast commissioning and quick auto-tuning of
speed on torque loops using
motor nameplate data

1336 FORCE™ AC Drive
• Force Technology provides true
control of motor torque
• digital drive-to-drive communications link supports applications
that require speed and/or torque
matching between drives
• Internal Process Trim Controller
• optional function block set
enhances drive programmability
• optional adapter cards increase
I/O flexibility
1397 Digital DC Drive
• multiple communications options
for easy and flexible integration
• auto-tuning of speed and current
loops
• regenerative and nonregenerative configurations

The 1397 Digital DC drive uses the
latest technology in high density power
devices and manufacturing techniques
to provide a compact, flexible package.
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Linking Devices Family
Using ControlNet as the backbone for a multi-level
network architecture is an excellent way to create
inter-network connectivity. Linking devices to and
from your ControlNet network gives you the ability to
expand the number of nodes on other networks,
such as DeviceNet and Foundation Fieldbus.
The Allen-Bradley ControlNet to DeviceNet Linking
Device from Rockwell Automation allows you to
seamlessly integrate your Control and Automation
level networks with your Device level networks.
One side of the linking device is a DeviceNet
Scanner with the capacity to handle data from
DeviceNet compliant devices such as sensors,
drives, I/O blocks, pneumatic valves, etc.
Meanwhile, the other side is a ControlNet
scheduled adapter with redundant
communications and a network access port.
You can add full Foundation Fieldbus capabilities
to your ControlNet network with the ControlNet to
Foundation Fieldbus Linking Device. This device
allows you to connect Foundation Fieldbus devices
to your manufacturing automation devices while
utilizing ControlNet’s deterministic nature. The
Linking Device can connect your Fieldbus sensors
and actuators to drives, HMIs, programmable
controllers, and discrete I/O, while taking
advantage of ControlNet’s benefits.

Linking Devices Family
• ControlNet to DeviceNet Linking Device
• ControlNet to Foundation Fieldbus Linking Device
• ControlNet to Foundation Fieldbus
Configuration Software
• ControlLogix Gateway

Network Linking Devices
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Networking Linking Devices
features and
unique characteristics
ControlNet to DeviceNet
Linking Device
• full DeviceNet scanner
functionality
• automatic device replacement–
no need to reconfigure
• ControlNet Network Access
Port (NAP)
• configured RSNetWorx for
DeviceNet

ControlNet to Foundation
Fieldbus Linking Device
• ability to deliver data and
status to programmable
controllers and HMIs on
ControlNet
• can configure, monitor, and
control all ControlNet and
Foundation Fieldbus devices
from one location
• supports media redundancy
• supports two separate
Foundation Fieldbus H1
networks per linking device

The ControlNet to Foundation Fieldbus
simplifies your application solutions by
allowing you dual connections to your
Foundation Fieldbus network.
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PC Interfaces & Software
Knowing that you require the portability and
readiness of personal computers, Rockwell
Automation has designed four PC interface cards
for your ControlNet network. In addition to these
cards, Rockwell has also created configuration
software designed to take advantage of the easy,
programmable PC environment.
The PC interface cards for ControlNet are modeled
after the latest PC technology. You will find an
assortment of appropriate bus interfaces, including
PCMCIA, PCI and ISA/EISA interfaces. Selected
cards can be used with HMI display stations or for
capturing data from trending and analysis. Also,
all Rockwell’s ISA and DCI cards support media
redundancy.
Rockwell Automation offers configuration tools to
use when customizing your ControlNet network.
These PC-based software tools make it easy to plan,
install, and maintain all of the components within
your ControlNet network.

PC Interfaces & Software
• RSNetWorx for ControlNet Configuration Software
• RSLinx for Communication Software
• IOLinx Real-time Control Software
• PC Interface Card
• PCI Interface Card
• ISA/EISA Bus Interface Card
• Serial/Parallel Communication Interface Module

PC Interfaces and Software
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PC Interfaces and Software
features and
unique characteristics
PC Interface Card
• standard Type II (PCMCIA 2.1)
form-factor card
• simple installation
• one-step connection to
ControlNet using NAP cable
supplied with card
PCI Interface Card
• capable of maintaining vital
network schedule and
configuration data
• standard plug-and-play PCI
local bus form-factor card

ISA/EISA Bus Interface Card
• local communication Network
Access Port
• LEDs provide network and
card diagnostics
Serial/Parallel Communication
Interface Module
• pushbuttons set and verify
network address
• parameter settings saved
in non-volatile memory
• available in both ac and dc
powered versions
RSNetWorx™
• gives you network, device
and system performance
configuration from a single
software package

The PCI Interface Card is
easy-to-use because of its
plug-and-play capabilities
and its faster performance.
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Physical Media
Rockwell Automation’s ControlNet cabling components
provide flexibility when designing a communication
network for your particular application. A typical
ControlNet network consists of one or more of the
following: trunk cables, taps, repeaters, terminators,
and bridges.
ControlNet trunk cable is the bus or central part of the
system. You have the option of using either coaxial
or fiber cabling. The decision to use either cable is
based on the environmental factors associated with
your application and installation site. There are also
several types of special-use cables you can use
depending on the environment in which you are
installing the cable. A BNC cable connector attaches
trunk cable sections to taps. This produces a node
on the network. Terminators are placed on the tap
at each end of a cable segment.
Repeaters are used to increase the number of taps,
extend the total length of your segment, or create
a ring, star, or tree configuration (cable flowing in
multiple directions from one point). The number of
repeaters and cable length total is limited based
on your network topology.

Physical Media
• Coax and Fiber Optic Cable
• Repeaters
• Terminators Resistors
• Taps and Drop Cables

Physical and Media
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Physical Media
features and
unique characteristics
Physical Media
• redundant media increases
availability–if one channel is
broken, the other assumes all
communication, and diagnostics are produced indicating
channel failure
• fiber media increases distance
• fiber media is noise immune
• coax is low cost, and widely
available
• repeaters are used to mix and
match media types–results in
increased flexibility
• BNC connectors make it
simple to connect and
disconnect devices

Repeaters
• Coax and fiber repeaters
used to extend overall length
(up to 20 km)
• allows you to mix and match
media types
• DIN rail or panel mounting
options
• small size–saves space

Repeater modules extend the
physical length of your ControlNet
network allow you to use one network
to cover your entire application and
reduce your total application costs.
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Automotive

ControlNet Provides Easy and Reliable Solutions

Automotive
Application History

❝The decision to use ControlNet
has been fully justified, with the
system proving to be reliable and
easy to use. Detailed information
can be obtained about the process
in any part of the building, down to
the status of individual motors,
drives and control components.
Access to the data can be from the
central control room or anywhere
on site using the Allen-Bradley
Panelview graphic displays.❞
John Painter
Engineer for Control Systems, Rover

When the Rover management team decided to invest in a new paint plant, Rockwell
Automation control and automation systems were specifically asked for by the specialists
at Durr at Warwick. ControlNet was used to provide a paint plant the latest technology
and keep installation costs to a minimum. The turn-key system, was a flexible facility
capable of painting a wide range of vehicle models, both large and small. ControlNet’s
modular design and cabling infrastructure provided sizable savings in installation and
hardware.
The paint process provides complete finishing to the car body in a highly automated
process taking less than 6 hours. This includes body preparation and seam seal, primer
coat, base coat and a two component clear topcoat. Each coat is oven cured with air jets
and a feather duster process ensuring that all dust particles are removed prior to the next
painting station. A final paint quality and inspection area ensures each body is carefully
checked before being passed to assembly.

PLC-5 Programmable Controllers
PC-Based Controllers
PanelView Operator Terminals
1771 Chassis-Based I/O
1336 Plus II Drives

Food and Beverage

ControlNet Delivers Determinism

❝Prior to ControlNet, we were
experiencing four to five system
breakdowns (due to network
failures) per day. We’ve only had
one since ControlNet was installed
in June 1998!❞

Food and Beverage
Application History

Dave Gallie
Automation & Network Engineer, KIWI Dairies

Rockwell Automation and ControlNet helps KIWI Dairies, a large multi-product,
single-site dairy in the southern hemisphere, produce cheese and butter at a rate
of 450 tons per day each, and process in excess of 14 million liters of milk per day
in peak season. With thousands of dollars of product at risk during production,
security of operation was paramount when choosing a network infrastructure.
The producer/consumer nature of ControlNet provided a data transfer rate of
5Mbits/second, and deterministic, repeatable transfer of mission critical control
data. Using the ControlLogix Gateway, ControlNet could be interfaced seamlessly
with the company’s existing DH+ and PLC architecture.

ControlLogix Controller
SLC-500 Programmable Controllers
Coaxial Physical Media
ControlNet to DeviceNet Linking Device
Flex I/O
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Petrochemical

Flex Ex Provides Confident, Safe Solution

❝The main advantages FLEX
Ex provide us are reduced
panel space, reduced cabling
and comfortable extension
options. Moreover, we
appreciate the modularity,
flexibility and proximity to
what happens.❞

Petrochemical
Application History

Helmut Danner
Project Manager, Chemserve

Rockwell Automation’s FLEX EX I/O enabled DSM Fine Chemicals Austria (DFCA) to
reduce panel space and cabling in its process control system for a filter press.
With the help of system integrator Chemserve, Rockwell Automation supplied an
intrinsically safe solution of this hazardous area, providing DFCA with PLC-5
controllers and the FLEX EX I/O system, which can be used directly in hazardous
environments with a single network connection to external environments.
The benefits of using Rockwell Automation unfolded. As well as having a single
network connecting the control room to the hazardous area, the number of terminal
blocks, signal barriers and fuses reduced.
ProcessLogix Controllers
FLEX Ex I/O
Fiber Physical Media
PLC-5 Hot Backup
CN to FF Linking Device

Metals

ControlNet Provided an Integrated Solution

❝The most sensible option
was to choose a supplier
who would deliver an
integrated solution,
incorporating control
systems and drives.
Rockwell Automation
architectures have a good
reputation in this field.❞
W.A Verhoef, Manager
Electroctechinical Instrumentation
and Information Systems

Metals
Application History
At Hoogovens in the Netherlands, 5.5 million tons of steel is produced annually.
With control systems dating back to 1980, reliability became an issue for tracking
the continuous casting machines. Designing a new control system was no easy
task for Voest Alpine Industrieanlagenbau, Rockwell Automation, and Hellingrath,
because the plant operates 24 hours a day with only brief stoppages for necessary
maintenance.
Hoogovens believed that introducing one integrated control system would reduce
the number of I/O points and make them easier to distribute. The number of I/O
points will be reduced with the I/O clusters distributed closer to the machines, and
networks using ControlNet. Every PLC will have a redundant connection because
of the importance of maintaining continuous production.

Operator Terminals
1771 I/O System
Flex I/O System
ControlLogix Processors
ProcessLogix Processors
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Paper

ControlNet Provides Reliability for Rapid Newspaper Publishing

❝Our greatest need was to remedy
obsolescent drives with the new
system. Yet we feel it is modular
enough to allow for ready
upgrade.❞
Gordon Tomaske
Operations Business Manager
Los Angeles Times

Paper

Application History
The production of the Los Angeles Times, the country’s largest metropolitan newspaper,
is extremely demanding on its pre- and post-press operations. The Times runs 14 to 15
presses at once at high speed to print more than 1,000,000 copies for each morning paper.
Rockwell Automation and the ControlNet architecture are used to provide updated drive
systems to power and control line-shaft movement, and diagnostics at the operator level,
including drive status, overload conditions and other failure alerts. These features are
especially valuable for the 12 drives to generate the 1,400 hp needed to power just one of
the presses. The ControlLogix processor is used for good/waste count, break detection, roll
mileage, tension monitoring and other functions.
The entire system design updates the current system and allows for the changing of units
without interrupting the continuous press operations.

PLC-5 Processors
ControlLogix 5550 Processor
1395 Digital DC Drives
Coax Physical Media
RSNetWorx for ControlNet

Next Step

Rockwell Automation Your Future

Exploring the possibilities of ControlNet does not stop with this
publication. More information is available to you through the following:
Seminars
Rockwell Automation has designed seminars, with hands-on labs,
which can introduce you to the various ControlNet products and
solutions that may fit your needs. If you are interested, contact the
nearest Rockwell Automation office for a schedule.
Additional ControlNet literature
For more information on ControlNet, including product
specifications, refer to the ControlNet
Overview, publication 1786-2.12.
This publication can be ordered
free of charge from the
Automation Bookstore
(www.theautomationbookstore.com),
or can be obtained by contacting your
local Rockwell Automation office.

World Wide Web
ControlNet, as well as other network information can be located
at www.ab.com./networks. This website contains details about
ControlNet products as well as other products offered by Rockwell
Automation.
Contact Information
Rockwell Automation engineers design products, configure solutions
and deliver services that maximize the reliability and maintainability
of your processes. Contact your local Rockwell Automation sales office
for more information and a demonstration.

www.ab.com/networks
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